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CHAPTER 15 – ELEPHANT ART 

 

BEFORE YOU READ. Look at the picture and read the title of the story. 

1. Write your answer on the line. 

What is this elephant doing? It is _______________________________________________________. 

2. What do you know about elephants? Write three facts. 

ELEPHANTS 
Example: They eat plants. 

1.  

2.  

3.  
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ELEPHANT ART 

Seng Wong is a young artist. His paintings are very popular. They cost about U.S. $650.00 each. Seng Wong uses the 
money to take care of himself, like most people. But Seng Wong is not a person. He is an elephant. Seng Wong lives 
in an elephant sanctuary in Southeast Asia. Some people try to kill elephants for their ivory tusks. The sanctuary is a 
place where elephants can be safe from these people. Elephant sanctuaries are very expensive. But in Bali, India, 
and Thailand, the elephants help to pay for them. 

Vitaly Komar and Alexander Melamid are famous artists. They always enjoyed unusual art. They learned that 
elephants often draw when they are bored. The elephants hold a stick in their trunks to draw in the dirt. Renee, an 
African elephant in a zoo in Ohio, was their first student. Komar and Melamid taught Renee to hold a paintbrush in 
the tip of her trunk. She painted many beautiful pictures, and people paid a lot of money to buy them.  

When Komar and Melamid learned that elephants were in danger in Southeast Asia, they wanted to help. Komar 
and Melamid did not have money to build sanctuaries for the elephants, so they decided to teach the elephants 
there to paint. They opened the Lampang Elephant Art Academy in Thailand. The money from the paintings helps to 
pay for the Thai Elephant Center, a sanctuary near the art school. Soon, they started art schools in Bali, where Seng 
Wong lives, and also in India. The money from the paintings helped Komar and Melamid build sanctuaries near 
those art schools and help many more elephants, too. Now these elephants are no longer in danger. 
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1. MAIN IDEA. What is the most important idea of the story? Circle the letter.  

1. Seng Wong is an elephant artist that lives in a sanctuary in Bali. 

2. Komar and Melamid taught elephants to pain to pay for sanctuaries. 

3. Komar and Melamid are famous artists and they enjoy unusual art. 

2. JUST THE FACTS. Check (P) True or Fales. If a sentence is false, change it to make it true. 

   True  False 
1. People buy Komar’s paintings.    P

 

 People buy Sen Wong’s paintings.     

2. Some people try to kill elephants for their paintings.     

      

3. Vitaly Komar and Alexander Melamid are famous elephants.     

      

4. The money from the paintings helped pay for the sanctuaries.     

      

5. There are elephant art schools in Ohio.     

      

6. Elephants paint in the dirt when they are bored.     

      

3. LEARN NEW WORDS. Choose the correct words. Write them on the lines. 

Artists bored draw elephants paint paintings safe sanctuary 

1. Seng Wong lives in a ____sanctuary___ in Southeast Asia. This is a place where elephants can be 
__________. 

2. Vitaly Komar and Alexander Melamid are famous ____________. They also teach _____________ to paint. 

3. Elephants often ___________________ pictures in the dirt with a stick. They do this when they are 
_________. 

4. Elephants use paintbrushes to ______________ at the Lampang Elephant Art Academy in Thailand. The 
money from the _________________ helps to pay for the Thai Elephant Center. 
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4. TALK IT OVER. Talk about these questions with a partner. Write your answers on the lines. 

1. Why do elephants need sanctuaries? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. How did Vitaly Komar and Alexander Melamid teach Renee to paint? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

5. THINK IT OVER. Talk about this question with your classmates. Then write three possible answers. 

WHY DO SOME PEOPLE BUY ELEPHANT ART? 
1.  

2.  

3.  

6. WRITE IT DOWN. Look at the elephant’s painting on the cover of this book. Do you want to buy it? Why or why not? 
Write two to three sentences and share them with your classmates. 

I (want/don’t want) to buy the elephant’s painting because__________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

7. TAKE A SURVEY. Ask your classmates this question. Then count their answers and put the numbers on the chart. 

QUESTION YES NO 
Do you want to buy the elephant’s painting on the cover of this book?   

 


